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Abstract

The problem of detection and discrimination of double talk
and change in the echo path in a telephone channel is consid�
ered� A change in echo path requires fast adaptation of the
channel model to be able to equalize the echo dynamics� On
the other hand� the adaption rate should be reduced when
double talk occurs� Thus� it is critical to quickly detect a
change in echo path while not confusing it with double talk�
which gives a similar e�ect� The proposed likelihood based
approach compares a global channel model with a local one
over a sliding window� both estimated with the Recursive
Least Squares algorithm�

� Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to study the problem of de�
tection and discrimination of double talk and change in the
echo path of a signal� With use of statistical estimation and
detection algorithms suggested in ���� the posed problem is
analyzed�
The telephone network of today generates undesired echoes
within and near the end of telephone connections� The echo
is of course annoying and makes the conversation di	cult�
To control and reduce the audible echoes is therefore an im�
portant task�
Any wire which su�ers from a signi
cant transmission de�
lay is potentially liable to cause audible echoes� An interna�
tional telephone conversation will due to the large distance
cause a delay of at least ��� ms ��� The two parts of the
telephone system are connected via an exchange �a Group
Switching Center� GSC� in U�K�� ���� This exchange includes
a �wire�to���wire hybrid which is based on the principle of
the Wheatstone bridge� Unfortunately it is not economically
possible to keep the impedances in this component balanced�
This results in a leakage of signal power which might be heard
as an annoying echo when there is a large transmission delay
between the two participants in the telephone conversation�
Echo control is also a prominent problem in the new digi�
tal mobile telephone systems since the combination of speech
coding� channel coding and signal processing involves consid�
erable delays comparable with those of long�distance inter�
national calls� When a mobile telephone is connected to an
ordinary telephone� audible echoes are due to the involved
��to��wire hybrid very plausible to occur� Echo control is
today required by a CCITT recommendation�

The echo cancelers that are used today consist of an adaptive
FIR�
lter with typically �� 
lter coe	cients ����

The schematic of a typical echo canceler is depicted in 
gure
�� The undesired echo is denoted y� The echo canceler gen�
erates the echo replica� �y� by applying the known reference
signal� �� to the FIR�
lter� The remaining echo energy is
used to improve the replica�

Thus� the idea of the echo canceler is to use a FIR�
lter to
approximate the transfer function of the echo and let the 
l�
ter coe	cients be adjusted based on the calculated prediction
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Figure �� Schematic of an echo canceler�

error�

This simple solution to the problem of echo control is un�
fortunately not applicable due to the existence of so�called
double talk� which also manifests itself in an abrupt increase
of the prediction error�
Double talk is a phenomenon that occurs when both par�
ticipants in the telephone conversation talk simultaneously�
According to ���� double talk happens very frequently� the
probability for double talk is about ��� Due to the in�
creased distortion of the output signal� the coe	cients of the
echo canceler start varying and will diverge if they are not
frozen� i�e� adaptation is stopped�
The conclusions to be made are that merely measuring the
prediction error will not discriminate between double talk
and echo and that the echo canceller must react di�erently
whether double talk or echo path change has occured� Fur�
ther� the detection and discimination algorithm must be fast
in order to prevent the FIR�
lter in the echo canceler from
being misadjusted�

In this paper new and more advanced statistical methods will
be applied on the posed problem�

This paper is organized as follows� In section  the model and
the notation used in the following sections are introduced and
the assumptions are made� Section � discusses the solution
algorithm� Next� in section � some experimental results are
presented� Finally� section � gives the conclusions and some
remarks�

� Preliminaries

In this section the notation and the model used in the follow�
ing sections are introduced�

The model used to describe the dynamics of the output signal
is given below� It is also shown in 
gure �

Model�

y�t� �

�
���t����t� � w��t�� if t�t�
���t����t� � w��t�� if t � t�

���

�



p g � � �
known input signal at time t� ��t� � ��y�t � ����y�t �
�� � � � ��y�t � na�� u�t�� u�t � ��� � � � � u�t � nb��
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�
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Figure � The model used to describe the signal� The output
of the channel is given by the ARX�model y�t� � ���j �t�y�t�

��� ��j �t�y�t � �� � � � � �na��j �t�y�t � na� � �
na��
j �t�u�t� �

�na	�j �t�u�t� �� � � � �� �na	nb
j �t�u�t� nb� � wj�t��

Consider the model ��� at time t under the following di�er�
ent hypotheses about the parameter and noise variance before
and after the possible abrupt change at time t��

H� � �� � �� and Var�w�� � Var�w��

H� � �� �� �� and Var�w�� � Var�w��

H� � �� � �� and Var�w�� �� Var�w��

The situation H� occurs when an echo path change happens
at time t�� the situation H� when double talk appears at
time t� and 
nally the null hypothesis when neither echo
path change nor double talk has occured at time t�� We
can assign a prior probability of each event as q� � P �H���
q� � P �H�� and q� � P �H�� � �� q� � q�� We assume that
P �H� �H�� � �

The model ��� should be plausible under the assumption that
the background noise is not too small�

� Analysis

In this section the statistical estimation and detection algo�
rithms that in this paper are used to solve the problem of
detection and discrimination of double talk and change in
the echo path are described�

��� Estimation of the Involved Parameters

The objective of this subsection is to estimate the parameter
vector � which was introduced in the previous section�
The choice of estimation algorithm is of course crucial since
the detection method will rely on the estimates and the esti�
mation algorithm a�ects the computational complexity�
The algorithm to estimate the parameter vector � is in this
paper chosen to be the Recursive Least Square algorithm
�RLS� proposed in ���� Its computational complexity is of the
order O�n��� There exists a modi
cation of this algorithm�
the so called fast RLS� which has a reduced complexity ����

Algorithm � Consider the linear regression yt � ��t� � wt�
where yt and the regression vector �t are known at time t�
� is the unknown parameter vector which is to be estimated
and wt is white Gaussian noise with covariance matrix �t�
Assume that the RLS estimate at time t � � is �t�� with
covariance matrix Pt��� Then a new measurement gives the
update formulas�

�t � �t�� � Pt���t��
�

tPt���t ��t�
���yt � ��t�t��� ��

The initial conditions are given by the prior � � N��i� Pi��
The a posteriori distribution of � is N��t� Pt��

The RLS algorithm minimizes the loss function Vt��� �Pt

k���yk � ��k��
����k �yk � ��k�� with respect to ��

��� Algorithm for Detection and Discrimination

In this section the likelihood functions corresponding to the
di�erent hypotheses� that were stated in section � are deter�
mined� We propose a sequential detection approach using a
sliding window� The involved quantities are de
ned below�

Data y�� y�� ��� yt�L� �z �� yt�L	�� ��� yt� �z � ���

Model M� M� ���

Time interval T� T� ���

RLS quantities ��� P� ��� P� ���

Loss function V� V� ���

Number of data n� � t� L n� � L ���

The loss functions are de
ned by

Vj��� �
X
k�Tj

�yk � ��k��
����k �yk � ��k�� ����

The algorithm is described below�

Algorithm � �

�� Choose the sliding window length L and the model struc�
ture� that is� the elements of ��t��

�� Estimate recursively �� and its covariance matrix P� based
on fyt � t � T�g� where T� � f�� � � � � � t� Lg�

�� Estimate recursively �� and its covariance matrix P� based
on fyt � t � T�g� where T� � fyt�L	�� yt�L	�� � � � � ytg�

	� Compute the likelihood function li� to be de
ned below�
corresponding to hypothesis i� i � �� �� �

�� Compare the likelihood functions and use a stopping rule�
discussed below� to decide whether H� or H� has occured at
time instant t� L�
�� If the null hypothesis is rejected� restart the algorithm by
letting t � ��
� Let t�t�� and iterate the steps ���

The maximum likelihood approach is a standard technique
often used in statistical detection theory� We will consider
the� in this problem� slightly more general maximum a pos�
teriori approach� where the prior probabilities qi for each hy�
pothesis can be incorporated� Using results in ���� the exact
a posteriori probabilities

li � � log p�Hijy�� y�� ���� yt�� ����

are accurately approximated for large t and L� t� L by�

l� � �n� � n� � � log
V����� � V�����

n� � n� � �
���

� log det�P��
� � P��

� � �  log�q�� ����

l� � �n� � n� � � log
V����� � V�����

n� � n� � �
����

� log detP� � log detP� �  log�q�� ����

l� � �n� � � log
V�����

n� � �
� �n� � � log

V�����

n� � �
����

� log detP� �  log q� ����





�tot �
�
P��
� � P��

�

��� �
P��
� �� � P��

� ��
�

����

is the parameter estimate corresponding to all available data�
The negative log likelihood can be derived from the expres�
sions above by letting the prior being non�informative� that
is qi � ����

��� Stopping rule

To conclude which hypothesis is valid at a speci
c time in�
stant� the values of the likelihood functions are calculated�
The hypothesis corresponding to the least value is assumed
to hold�
In real�time applications� the alarm time is the crucial quan�
tity� Of course� it should be as small as possible� The most
natural stopping rule is to say that a change has occured as
soon as l� or l� is smaller than l�� However� in order to avoid
false alarms� it might be advisable to accept a change hy�
pothesis only if its likelihood has been the smallest one for a
number of consequtive samples�

In methodology investigations it could be interesting to esti�
mate the change time as accurately as possible� We advice
to try to 
nd the peak value of the likelihood as a function
of time by requiring that l� � l� �or l� � l�� has been de�
creasing for at least half a window length� L� and then starts
to increase� This is the stopping rule examined in the next
section�

� Experimental Results

In this section the method which has been proposed in this
paper for detection and discrimination of double talk �DT�
and the echo path change �EPC� is evaluated by simulations
using a real speech signal of length ���� samples as input
signal� The sampling frequency is ���� Hz�
First the input signal is 
ltered through two di�erent impulse
responses� which are measured impulse responses from real
hybrids� The impulse responses used are shown in 
gure ��
To generate the di�erent hypotheses� the signal is broken
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Figure �� Impulse responses used in the simulations

up into segments� A change in the echo path is simulated by
using di�erent impulse responses in the di�erent segments�
By adding speech to the 
ltered input signal� double talk is
simulated� The signal to noise ratio is approximately �� dB�

The results for a number of di�erent cases are summarized
below� In all cases� a change occurs at sample ����� the
window length is chosen to be ��� a non�informative prior is

Hyp� Model No Jump Mean Classi
cation
jump jump EPC DT

EPC ARX���� �� ���� ��� ���� � �
DT ARX��� �� ���� ��� �� ��� �
EPC ARX��� �� ���� ��� ���� � �

By studying the examples above� it becomes clear that the
detection and discrimination algorithm suggested in this
paper is rather trustworthy�

The mean time delay for detection of an abrupt change
is never more than ���� samples� Thus� the delay is less
than ��� s� since the sampling frequency used is ���� Hz�
When the window length is chosen to be ���� the proba�
bilty for jump is reduced and the mean jump is increased
approximately ��� samples�

� Conclusions

The performance of the algorithm for detection and discrim�
ination of double talk and change in the echo path suggested
in this paper is experimentally veri
ed in the previous sec�
tion�
The selection of window length� L� is obviously crucial� The
approximations of the a posteriori probabilities� li� in section
� are based on the fact that L is large�

The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is
quite high due to the used Recursive Least Squares algorithm
which has a complexity of the order O�n��� In fact� the total
complexity of the suggested detection method is equivalent
to the complexity of two parallel RLS 
lters� A di�erent
estimation algorithm could have been used but that would
probably have a�ected the accuracy of the detection and dis�
crimination algorithm�
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